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What do you find most 
enjoyable & most challenging 
about teaching experienced 
researchers?
UPCYCLING INSTRUCTION 
While we’re waiting, please answer the 
following question on your notecard.
UPCYCLING
INSTRUCTION
developing effective approaches for teaching experienced researchers
Veronica Arellano Douglas
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varellano@gmail.com
April Aultman Becker
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The Good & The Bad
Let’s Discuss
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So just who exactly 
is an experienced 
researcher?




























grad students in professional programs
undergraduate thesis writers 









What do you most 






























IL Abilities & Dispositions
passionate about their research
able to develop better questions
possess subject expertise & basic IL skills
want to improve their IL skills and research abilities
engaged, motivated, persistent & focused
What do you find most 






























IL Weaknesses & 
Dispositions
too narrowly focused
want to improve their IL skills and research abilities
over-reliance on Google
poor IL and technological abilities
passionate about their researchover-confident about research abilities
set in their ways
What’s the 
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